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The Passive Voice



Forms of the passive voice

Present simple and continuous: The car is repaired. The car is being repaired.

Past simple and continuous: The car was repaired. The car was being repaired.

Present perfect: The car has just been repaired.

Past perfect: The car had been repaired.

Future simple: The car will be repaired.

Future perfect: The car will have been repaired.

Present and perfect conditional: The car would be repaired. The car would have 

been repaired.



Change the active voice into passive

1) Julia rescued three cats.
Three cats were rescued.

2) The students handed in the reports.
The reports were handed in.

3) Maria crashed into the blue car.
The blue car was crashed into.

4) Alex learned the poem.
The poem was learned.

5) Steven has forgotten the book.
The book has been forgotten.

6) The mechanic has not repaired the DVD 
recorder.
The DVD recorder has not been repaired.

7) They play handball.
Handball is played.

8) Sue puts the rucksack on the floor.
The rucksack is put on the floor.

9) The girls had lost the match.
The match had been lost.

10) The teacher is not going to open the 
window.
The window is not going to be opened.



Create the passive voice
1) The words _____________ by the teacher today. (not/to ask - will-future)

2) We  _____________ a letter the day before yesterday. (to invite - Simple 
Past)

3) This car  _____________. It's too old. (not/to steal - will-future)

4) This street  _____________ because of snow. (to open - will-future)

5) A new restaurant  _____________next week. (can/not/to see - Simple 
Present)

6) He  _____________ to the party yesterday.  (to give - Simple Past)

7) The blue box  _____________. (to send - Simple Past)

8) I  _____________ the book by my friend last Sunday. (to explain - Simple 
Present)

9) The dishes  _____________ by my little brother. (already/to close - Present 
Perfect)

10) I  _____________ by Robert.(not/to wash - Present Perfect) 



Active or passive?
1. This website ___________________________(1) (visit) by hundreds of 

people every day.

2. George ___________________________(2) (borrow) my dictionary 
yesterday.

3. The company ___________________________(3) (produce) 2000 
pieces a day!

4. Peter ___________________________(4) (go) to an interview last 
weekand he ___________________________(5) (ask) a lot of difficult 
questions. He thinks he ___________________________(6) (not / get) 
the job.

5. The stolen car ___________________________(7) (find) in a deserted 
car park yesterday morning.The police 
___________________________(8) (still / look) for the thief.
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